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Abstract—Investigating historical documents makes it necessary to use special imaging systems. We already showed in an
earlier work that it is possible to use common 3-D X-ray CT
scanners for the reconstruction of historical documents written
with iron gall ink. Our tests were based on a self-made book
which was scanned and investigated without opening or pageturning. However, when analyzing the reconstruction results, we
faced the problem of a proper automatic extraction of single
pages within the volume in an acceptable time without losing
information of the writings. In this paper, we present a robust
and efficient algorithm for the extraction of book pages from the
original 3-D volume. This step is a necessary prerequisite for a
possible identification of the writing. Our method delivers high
quality results for our book model and can be easily adapted to
other imaging modalities. We show that it performs well even for
an extreme case with low resolution input data and wavy pages.
Index Terms—Iron Gall Ink Reconstruction; Historical Document Analysis; Page Extraction; 3-D X-ray CT Reconstruction

Fig. 1. Original 3-D volume center slice acquired by a micro-CT scan. The
green lines denote the air gaps.

I. I NTRODUCTION

the writings on the paper. Not only that the rather thin pages
are stacked together in a very small area (sometimes more than
100 pages per cm) and squeezed together at many points, but
they are also wavy and the writings have a higher absorption
than the paper. It is hardly possible to identify writings or
single pages in the output volume of a reconstructed X-ray 3D scan. This can be seen in Fig. 1 showing the center slice of
our generated volume where the green lines denote air gaps.
Initial works based on the voxel intensities and B-Spline
fitting produced poor results such that rectification had to
be done. Seals et al. showed that using the structure tensor
performs good for scrolls [8], but it requires high computational time and has not been applied to books yet. This work
shows a simple and efficient algorithm with low computational
time capable of extracting a single page by only selecting two
points on the page-of-interest. The algorithm also has a good
performance with small paper thicknesses down to 2 − 3 pixel
per page, wavy pages, overlaps as well as fully and partially
ink-saturated paper.

For many historical documents, the standard procedure of
using a book scanner is not applicable, because the document
would get damaged by the page-turning process, even when
the page-turning is done by an air flow. Only very few methods
exist for imaging and reconstructing such documents. One
approach is to use X-ray phase contrast imaging [1] [2] with
the downside of being complex, expensive and immobile.
Another approach is based on Terahertz radiation [3] which
has the drawback of a limited depth resolution meaning that
only a few pages can be imaged at once. Our former work
showed that using a common C-arm X-ray CT system, such
as it is used for medical imaging or material testing, is also
capable of imaging such documents [4]. We took advantage
of the fact that iron gall ink [5], an historic ink that has been
used since the 5th century until present [6] [7], consists of
metallic particles. These particles absorb more radiation than
the cellulose-based book pages allowing to differentiate the
ink from the paper giving the ability to read the writings
without opening the book itself. The scanners are mobile and
cheap compared to the Synchrotron system as well as the
field-of-view is only limited to the detector size. A major
challenge when visualizing such documents by using 3-D
imaging techniques is the extraction of single pages to inspect

II. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
A. The Book Model
We built a book model consisting of ten different pages.
The paper is handmade and has a thickness of about 200 µm.
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Fig. 3. Original 3-D volume slice snippet showing page 6,7 and 8 and the
orange arrow points on letter ’L’.
Fig. 2. Experimental setup for the 3-D CT scan. The rotation axis is the
y-axis of the book.

A pressboard holder is used to keep the pages close together
during the X-ray scan with the side effect of lowering the air
gaps between the pages. With a quill, letters of different font
sizes, line thicknesses and paper saturations have been written
on the pages. The height of the letters range from 1 cm to
2.5 cm. Fig. 7(a), Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c) show three selected
pages and its writings. For the following investigations, we
exemplary show the restoration of these pages by the use of
our proposed extraction algorithm.

Fig. 4. Created 3-D mask slice at the position of Fig. 3

covers a small area of the page that should be inspected. One
can see parts of page 6, 7, and 8. A closer look also reveals
parts of the capital letter ’L’ of page 7 (Fig. 7(c)) denoted by
the orange arrow.
At first, a binary mask volume VM is created where the air
gaps of VO should be set to 0 and the pages to 1. At this stage,
we do not care about the writings and assume that they are
part of the page. We apply a median filter in xy-direction on
each slice with a kernel size of 20 × 20 to smooth and denoise
the volume [11]. At next, we binarize the volume. Due to the
differing exposure of X-ray imaging, a global thresholding,
such as Otsu’s method [12], is no option. Adaptive Gaussian
Thresholding [13] is a method where the threshold value is
calculated by the neighborhood’s Gaussian weighted average,
solving the problem in a proper manner. It is applied to the
xz-layer with a radial kernel size of 8 and σ = 2 which has
emerged as the best fitting kernel size for our given problem
derived from double the page thickness (approximately 3 −
4 px). Fig. 4 shows the resulting mask snippet of the original
Fig. 3.

B. CT Scan Trajectory and 3-D Reconstruction
For this work, we performed a 360 ◦ circular scan with
2400 projections using cone-beam geometry with a micro-CT
system built for non-destructive material testing. The detector
size is 2864 × 2864 px with a pixel shift of 80 µm. We set
up an energy of 70 kV p which is enough to see larger letters.
The book model was positioned upright as shown in Fig. 2
and the y-axis denotes the axis of rotation.
The common 3-D reconstruction algorithm for cone beam
geometry is the FDK algorithm [9] consisting of three major
steps – cosine weighting, ramp filtering and back projection.
With the large number of projections used, the algorithm
should be accurate enough. We defined a voxel size of 68 µm3
so that a single page has a thickness of about 3 − 4 px which
is enough for the presented extraction algorithm. The energy,
the pixel shift, and the voxel size can be further decreased,
but as the aim of this work is the page extraction, we wanted
to keep the acquisition and reconstruction time relatively low
(about 1.5 hours in total).
C. Page Extraction Algorithm

2) Page Segmentation: The second step is considered to be
the key procedure of the algorithm. Briefly summarized, the
algorithm extracts the page from every slice s of VM . The
resulting output R should be the position of the page in the
volume for each slice. The segmentation of one slice works
as follows:
Initially, the user has to select two points p1 and p2 on the
page-of-interest. For each starting point, the algorithm walks
up and down along the page separately. One step in a direction
includes searching the left and right border bl and br of the

All calculations where performed with the CONRAD
framework for cone beam geometries [10]. The algorithm
consists of three major steps:
1) Mask Creation: Looking at a snippet of the original 3D volume VO in Fig. 3 shows that the writings on the page
can not be clearly identified with the human eye due to the
waviness and overlaps of the pages. The black spots are the air
gaps while the paper appears bright. Every slice of VO only
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page, calculating its thickness t = br − bl and the center point
pc by applying
(
bl + 2t , if t < 2 · t̄ or Right Overlap
pc =
,
(1)
br − 2t , else

Fig. 5. Test image of a wavy center page touching two other pages. After
applying the segmentation, the wavy page is correctly segmented (orange)
while the overlapping pages (gray) are not considered. p1 and p2 denote the
selected start points.

where t̄ is the mean page thickness. If another pages touches
the current, the page overlap direction is detected by comparing the new center point pc with the previous center point
pcold (pc > pcold : Right Overlap, else: Left Overlap). The
up and down walking procedure can easily be implemented
in parallel minimizing the computation time. As a result, the
images Ip1 and Ip2 containing the segmented pages for each
point are generated. The next step is merging those images to
a result image IR . Three scenarios can occur during the merge
process:
A The centerlines of Ip1 and Ip2 match completely, delivering a perfect solution. One image is considered to be
the result IR at slice s.
B The centerlines of Ip1 and Ip2 do not match completely
but have a connection point pm (x, y). Considering that
p1 is the upper and p2 is the lower point on the page,
IR is formed by copying the upper image part from Ip1
(0 to pm (y)) and the lower part from Ip2 (pm (y + 1) to
ymax ).
C If no connection point is found, the centerlines of Ip1 and
Ip2 are compared to the stored centerline of the previous
slice with regard to their Euclidean distance. For every
column y, the image with the lower distance is saved as
result image for this slice.
Afterwards, the new center line is stored and the next mask
slice can be processed. The standard procedure is to take
the old starting points again, which is reasonable because
a small voxel size implies only small movements for each
slice. However, if a new starting point is 0 in the mask, the
nearest neighbor is searched and considered. The resulting
volume contains the segmented page which gets median
filtered in xy-direction again to suppress outliers and smooth
the overlaps resulting in the final mask VS .

Fig. 6. Segmented page 7 of the original volume in a center slice showing
that the algorithm also works on real data.

has been rotated by 90◦ . The segmented, orange denoted page
has been extracted properly while cropping the overlapping,
gray denoted pages. Fig. 6 demonstrates that our segmentation
algorithm segments the page robustly also in the real case. At
next, the algorithm was applied on the entire X-ray volume
and all pages were extracted separately. Fig. 8(a), Fig. 8(b)
and Fig. 8(c) show the 2-D mapping results of three different
pages of our book model (Fig. 7). In comparison to Fig. 1
each page’s writings can be identified and assigned to the
respective page with the naked eye sowing that pages were
extracted properly. Missing letters are caused by the relatively
high radiation energy of 70 keV . Tests revealed that using
lower energies improves the visibility of the ink, however,
this it was out of the scope of this work to display all writings
perfectly. The algorithm was tested for all ten pages of the
phantom and always performed well. For a volume with the
size of 1100×1000×110 the extraction of one page took about
6 minutes. The segmentation itself took about 5 minutes. The
calculations were performed on a standard notebook with a
NVIDIA Quadro M1000M graphic card and 32 GB RAM.
However, the algorithm does not work well on pages where
the thresholding detected ink as air and split the page on a
large range.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK

3) 2-D Mapping: The last step is to multiply the final
binary mask VS with the original volume VO . A 2-D image
is created by only considering the maximum value of the page
in z-direction. Another option would be to take the average,
but since the ink has a higher intensity than the paper, the
maximum shows better results regarding the visualization of
the writings. Additionally, we applied a unsharp mask filter
(r = 100, σ = 0.4) [14] for highlighting the writings .

We developed an algorithm to extract a single book page,
acquired with a micro-CT system, used for material testing.
The algorithm works robust and efficient such that all pages of
our book model could be extracted and investigated. This kind
of filtering also suppresses spots where the wrong page has
been selected due to multiple overlaps at the same position.
The algorithm can easily be adapted to other imaging modalities, as it is an intensity based, region growing segmentation
algorithm.
In Future, we want to test different filtering methods for
preprocessing as well as other local thresholding methods. We
also want to test our algorithm on real historical documents,
where not only books are the focus but also scrolls. Another
aim is testing the method with different radiation energies,
trajectories, detector pixel shifts and voxel sizes.

III. R ESULTS
At first, we tested the segmentation process. A test image
has been created combining two central problems – the center
page is wavy and touches its neighboring pages at different
points. After selecting two starting points p1 and p2 the
segmentation algorithm has been applied. Fig. 5 shows the
results. Please note that in terms of visualization the image
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(a) Page 1

(b) Page 2

(c) Page 7

Fig. 7. Original Pages of the book model notated with letters written with iron gall ink and a quill.

(a) Page 1

(b) Page 2

(c) Page 7

Fig. 8. Extracted and 2-D mapped pages of the 3-D reconstructed X-ray volume after applying the presented algorithm. While the writing is hardly readable
(which is out of the scope of this paper), it is clear that the characters are from the respective page.
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